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After presiding over the backward march of Kenya, politically and economically

through the arrogant support of Jubilee, the Kikuyu now have a solution – TO

EXTEND JUBILEE MANDATE THRU UHURU’S DEPUTY. seventh thread on

Railaphobia

A joke is told of a very difficult restaurant customer who would complain over anything. One day he rejected a chapatti

served to him because it was small. The waiter took the chapatti to the kitchen, flipped it over on the other side and returned

it to the customer.

It was the same chapatti WITH AN ILLUSION OF CHANGE.I have argued in a past thread that the biggest political fraud

unfolding in Kenya is the repackaging of William Ruto from a top Jubilee potentate to a saviour who will lift Kenya from the

abyss Jubilee has sunk us

Who is doing this repackaging? You are right: its the Kikuyu community. We defied the call history over ICC. We should

have stood with the court to ensure the dragon of impunity was slain once and for all.

We lost the opportunity and now the country is many years backward, almost worse than where it was in 2002. This time,

Kikuyu have chosen the wrong side of history AGAIN. They want to renew Jubilee’s mandate with an illusion of change

Electing Jubilee DP is just like flipping over a chapatti and cheating a customer it is different as in the above story. A popular

truism says that a PROBLEM CANNOT BE SOLVED USING THE SAME MENTALITY THAT CREATED IT. That’s what the

Kikuyu want to do with Uhuru succession

But the most WEIRD of it all is the reason being advanced for the choice – WE PROMISED. In Kikuyu, we often present

ourselves as a very advanced community politically and economically. But the only criteria we have for choosing a leader is

“we promised”

We like boasting of supposed business acumen but can never apply business principles when it comes to national politics.

This shows how little we respect our country and how low our standards are. We should be asking “what are the credentials

of this candidate,” but we dont
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The problems of tea, milk, coffee etc should drive us to ask questions like – How did WSR perform when he was in charge

of agriculture? On tribalism, we should ask what his track record is. Such questions would demonstrate political maturity and

love for the country





https://t.co/1djZkfrYeR

Fellow Kenyans, our clamour for change is already aborting earnest. The hustler movement budding as an alternative

to Jubilee is just a scheme to hijack our dream \u2013 LONG THREAD, FREE TO DISCARD

— Daniel Njaga (@dnjaga1) January 22, 2021
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